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in one of its first moves as a public corporation, kkr & co. acquired 30% of king digital entertainment
(king) in january and subsequently raised its stake to 92.3% in march 2020. the firm provided a total

of $47.4million to kbe as equity and is now the owner of kbes entire catalog and the right to back
kbes content. kkr will pay royalties to existing and new music copyright owners, investing in kbes
three key areas of current need -- payments, rights and monetization. kkr will also invest in kbes

consumer business to create new revenue streams as well as kbes ai and machine learning
technology, which will be integral to building a strong and sustainable back-end platform. kbe

represents some of the biggest music acts in the world today. king owns ascap and bmi, the two
preeminent music performance collecting societies, which represent more than 1.5 million

songwriters, composers and music publishers, and ppl, the largest music publisher in the u.k. king
owns more than 18 million tracks, including the catalogs of adele, bruno mars, lady gaga, the rolling
stones and usher. since the beginning of 2020, kkr has invested almost $265million in various ways,
primarily in the form of equity, debt and partnership interests, to grow kbes business. as the world

grapples with the coronavirus pandemic and its consequences, billboard has not overlooked its
impact on the music business. in early 2020, we announced a new deal with spotify to offer more

than 30 years of presales data to subscribers in a fully configurable excel document that helps them
predict future hits. this partnership with spotify is just one example of a new revenue stream created
to support the music business as audiences adjust. billboard also announced the launch of billboard
new music in theaters, which offers a comprehensive analysis of the big-screen experience for new
releases, including the top 10 current film-to-dvd co-releases on hollywood.com. some of the 2019
top 10 new releases were: black panther, crazy rich asians, game 6, mowgli: legend of the jungle,
wonder woman, pokémon detective pikachu, bad day on blackheath, thomas & friends: summer

holiday, skyscraper and the great gatsby.
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in her last record, stolen youth, the singer-songwriter crystallized her timbre and mood. it took some
time for things to arrive, but its the final part of a trilogy, the last chapter of an artistic and personal
journey. with this third album, tiny beautiful things, el paso-born kacey musgraves is unveiling a new

voice, the voice of someone who knows how to be an outsider, a voice that invites you to examine
the delicate miracle of what we call love. here, we meet someone who doesn't fit into the world, but
has found her own way, and it feels like a breath of fresh air. she speaks from a place of authenticity
and strength that, in a world of self-consciousness and insecurity, is refreshing and inviting. theres a

reason that, after more than a decade since the release of the pale emperor, the life and death
struggles of one of rock and rolls greatest frontmen remains a major talking point and fan-favorite.
after a near-fatal bus accident and a lost decade of sobriety, janis joplin returned with a brand new

album, pearl. the record is arguably the most successful comeback of all time, and its 11 tracks
touch on everything from love to loss and the cosmic. the album is basically the best confessional
album youll ever hear from a rock star, and it has the best explanation of love and the lyrics of all

time: janis sings of a bridge from childhood to adulthood, one that requires a lot of emotional work. it
also looks back to joplins childhood in texas, where she was born. its a grown-up love song for the
singer and the woman who inspired her, and its a shining testament to the power of musicians to

heal each other. steve silberman 5ec8ef588b
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